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Stocking Decoration

Christrnas

R. D. P.S.

Classrooms

December 19,

Class IV (A E)

9.EJE!.II]IES:
.! To celebrate and emphasize on the importance of Christmas.

.:. To provide an opportunity to the learners to exhibit their talent.

* To nurture and augment the learners'creaiivity and imagination.

.t' To enhance the fine motor skills of the learners.

D!EEB!PI!qN:
"Christmat is a tonicfor o1r souk. It moves us to thint of otfrers ratfur tfnn of oursefves, It

{irects ou?' thouqhts to giYinq"'

Conres Christmas, comes the time of greetings Comes Christmas, comes the Ume of celebrations

and decoratlons. Christmas is an annual festival commemorating the birth of Jesus Christ, observed

on December 25 as a reliqious and cultural celebration among bi lions of people around ihe world ll
is one of the most joYols occasions celebrated across the globe ltfills everyone wlth happlness and

ecstasy. To resonate the same spirit anrong the learners and to celebrate the Christian rellgious

festival 'Christmas', an activity'stocking Decoration'was conducted. The story of Lord lesus Christ

was narrated to the learners and they were familiarized with the significance of celebrating this

festival. The classroom was also decorated to boost the zeal of the learners They articulated the

ways they decorate their homes on this joyous occasion. On the day of the activlty. they came well

prepared with the material. They zealousLy participated in decor4ling the stocking The participants

brought a variety of decorative material such as stars, mirrors, sparkles. bells, etc to adorn their

stocking. Effective use of waste material in beautifying the stocking, proved that the learners have

become more cautious and utillze the resources judiciously. They were much admired for their

laudable efforts. Best five stockings were awarded on the basis of creativity, constructivism and

cornpetence, Overall, the activity catered to the aeslhetic and social domains of the learners. It

helped in achieving the aforementioned objectives and was an enriching experien'e for all-
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